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Abstract
Intrinsic point defects in indium oxide, including vacancies, interstitials as well as antisites, are
studied by means of first-principles calculations within density functional theory using the
generalized gradient approximation together with on-site corrections. Finite-size effects are
corrected by an extrapolation procedure in order to obtain defect formation energies at infinite
dilution. The results show that all intrinsic donor defects have shallow states and are capable of
producing free electrons in the conduction band. This applies in particular to the oxygen
vacancy. Since it has also a low formation energy, we find that the oxygen vacancy should be
the major donor in this material explaining the n-type conductivity as well as the
non-stoichiometry of indium oxide. In addition, we show that there are a wealth of oxygen
dumbbell-like defects which are thermodynamically relevant under oxidizing conditions.
Finally, we discuss defect induced changes of the electronic structure.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Indium oxide (In2O3) is a transparent conducting oxide
(TCO), similar to tin oxide and zinc oxide. TCOs exhibit
high electrical conductivities while lacking optical excitations
within the visual range [1, 2]. In optoelectronics, and
especially for applications involving organic materials such
as organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) [3] and organic
photovoltaics (OPVs) [4, 5], Sn-doped indium oxide (ITO)
is the primary choice [6]. For this material free electron-
like conductivities have been measured [7] with carrier
concentrations on the order of 1021 cm−3. In addition, In2O3

is a suitable material for gas sensing applications especially of
oxygen and ozone [8].

It is a remarkable feature of In2O3 that even the undoped
material is n-type conducting [9] with carrier concentrations
of up to 1019 cm−3. The preference for n-type conduction has
been attributed to intrinsic donor defects, which have also been
invoked to explain the pronounced non-stoichiometry observed
under highly reducing conditions [10].

From the experimental point of view, both the non-
stoichiometry and the n-type conductivity have been assigned

to doubly charged oxygen vacancies [9]. Oxygen related
defects are also conjectured to be of importance for gas sensing
applications [8], and may play a crucial role in the fatigue of
devices with functional organic materials [11].

Because of these experimental findings, the oxygen va-
cancy in In2O3 received particular attention in early theoretical
studies [12, 13]. Further investigations considered defect
complexes of oxygen vacancies and indium interstitials [14].
None of these studies, however, addressed the thermodynamic
stability of point defects as well as their electronic transitions.
Only recently, these issues were addressed in a study by
Lany and Zunger [15]. Based on first-principles calculations
within density functional theory (DFT) they concluded that
no intrinsic point defect is capable of producing the high
electron densities experimentally observed in reduced samples.
In addition, they suggested that conductivity should originate
from a photo-induced process: according to their calculations,
the oxygen vacancy acts as neutral color center binding two
electrons. Then, upon successive absorption of two photons a
persistent conductivity should be obtained, since a large energy
barrier is associated with the relaxation process. To the best
of our knowledge, no direct evidence for such a mechanism
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in In2O3 has been found so far. Moreover, this explanation
is based on a value of 3.5 eV for the experimental band
gap. A recent study, however, have revealed the existence
of forbidden optical transitions [16] and a fundamental band
gap of 2.8–2.9 eV, which is consistent with optical reflectivity
of In2O3 single crystals and XPS studies [17, 18], as well
calculated quasiparticle band structures of a rhombohedral
polymorph [19].

In contrast to other TCOs, like ZnO, the defect chemistry
of In2O3 has not been studied in full detail and many open
questions remain. Therefore the primary goal of the present
work is to carry out an extensive study on intrinsic point
defects in In2O3 with particular focus on their thermodynamic
and structural properties. To this end we have conducted
calculations on the basis of density functional theory (DFT)
using the GGA + U method to achieve a better description of
the electronic structure of the material. We consider not only
vacancies and interstitials on high-symmetry positions, but also
antisites, defect associates of donor defects over a wide range
of conceivable charge states. Since our previous studies on
ZnO have revealed that covalently bonded oxygen interstitial
geometries are potentially important intrinsic defects [20], a
variety of low-symmetry configurations of oxygen interstitial
defects were included in our calculations. Based on these data
we develop a complete and consistent picture of the intrinsic
defect chemistry of In2O3.

2. Methodology

2.1. Computational setup

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out
using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [21, 22].
The potentials due to the nuclei and the core electrons were
represented by the projector augmented wave (PAW) scheme
by Blöchl [23, 24]. The 4d, 5s, and 5p electrons of indium
as well as the 2s and 2p electrons of oxygen were treated
as part of the valence, while the plane wave cut-off energy
was set to 500 eV. The generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) in the parametrization by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof
(PBE) [25] was selected to express the exchange–correlation
potential. Since the ‘standard’ GGA functional underestimates
the binding energy of In 4d electrons, which leads to a
considerable overestimation of the O 2p–In 4d hybridization,
we adopted the GGA + U method in the formulation by
Dudarev et al [26] with Ū − J̄ = 7 eV. This approach has
been successfully used in a recent study of the valence band
structure of In2O3 [27]. In order to evaluate the effect of this
on-site correction, we additionally performed standard GGA
calculations for comparison. For Brillouin-zone integrations,
a �-centered 3 × 3 × 3 k-point mesh was employed, which
proved to be sufficient also for defect calculations. Especially,
the defect formation energies change negligibly when larger or
shifted meshes are used. The properties of bulk In2O3, which
have been calculated using these computational parameters,
are summarized in table 1 and compare very well with
experimental data.

Table 1. Comparison of calculated and experimentally measured
properties of indium oxide, indium and oxygen. Calculations for the
compound and the elements were carried out using the generalized
gradient correction (GGA). Additional calculations for the
compound were performed using the GGA + U method. Ec:
cohesive energy (eV/f.u.), �H f: compound formation energy
(eV/f.u.), EG: band gap (eV), a0: lattice constant (Å), c/a: axial
ratio, V0: unit cell volume (Å

3
), D0: dimer dissociation energy (eV),

r0: dimer bond length (Å).

Experiment GGA GGA + U

Indium oxide (bixbyite, Ia3̄)

Ec −28.27 −29.29
a0 10.121a 10.306 10.027
V0 64.80a 68.41 63.01
EG 2.5–3.75b 0.93 1.79
�H f −9.596c −9.61 −10.63

Indium (tetragonal, I4/mmm)

Ec −2.728
a0 3.332c 3.281
c/a 1.342c 1.479
V0 49.644c 52.238

Oxygen (dimer)

D0 5.17c 4.4
r0 1.208c 1.23

a Reference [50]. b Reference [17].
c Reference [51].

2.2. The GGA + U method

Since spurious self-interactions are partly responsible for
the discrepancies between calculated and experimental band
structure, the GGA + U method [28, 29] was used within
the present work to remedy some of this error. Within
Dudarev’s approach [26], there is only one free orbital
dependent parameter, Ū − J̄ , which can be varied. Ū and J̄
are the spherically averaged matrix elements of the screened
Coulomb electron–electron interaction. The band structure of
indium oxide is described well within the GGA except for
two aspects. Firstly, the indium 4d semi-core bands are too
close to the VBM as compared to experimental photoelectron
spectroscopy data. Further, the calculated band gap turns out
to be only one third of the experimental value (0.93 eV instead
of 2.8 eV). Although this underestimation of excited states is
well known for DFT, the error is exceptionally high. In In2O3,
the indium 4d semi-core band, which is strongly affected by
unphysical self-interaction is pushed to lower energies when
the difference Ū − J̄ is increased. In d states also contribute
to the upper valence band structure and therefore influence
the bonding in the material. Since structural relaxation and
rebonding during defect formation is important, all defect
calculations were performed using the semi-empirical on-site
correction for In 4d orbitals. As we have showed [27], for
Ū − J̄ = 7, the electronic density of states agrees very well
with experimental data of [30, 31]. Furthermore, the band gap
is also widened and the lattice constant is reduced giving a
better overall description of the structure as compared to GGA-
only calculations.
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2.2.1. Defect calculations. The defect calculations were
carried out with fixed cell parameters as obtained for the ideal
structure while the ionic positions were optimized until the
maximum force was converged to less than 10 meV Å

−1
.

Under ambient conditions In2O3 assumes the bixbyite structure
(Ia3̄, space group no. 206). The primitive unit cell contains
40 atoms whereas the conventional (bcc) unit cell contains
80 atoms. Calculations were carried out using four different
cell sizes in order to assess the effect of finite system size.
The first two cells are based on the 80-atom conventional
cubic unit cell (1 × 1 × 1 and 1 × 1 × 2), while the
other two cells are multiples of the primitive 40-atom unit
cell (1 × 1 × 1 and 3 × 1 × 1). For calculating charged
defects, a homogeneous background charge was added to
ensure overall charge neutrality. In order to remedy the
effect of unphysical elastic and/or electrostatic interactions
between periodic images, an extrapolation scheme [32] was
applied to obtain the defect formation energies at infinite
dilution: to this end, we first added the monopole–monopole
correction term [33, 34], and in case of charged defects
corrected the valence band maximum (EVBM) by a band-
alignment procedure [35]. Then the formation energies were
subjected to finite-size scaling with respect to the inverse
system volume to account for monopole–quadrupole and
electrostatic interactions. The monopole–monopole interaction
is screened by the static dielectric constant, for which we used
the experimental value of ε = 8.9 determined by optical
measurements [1]. An extensive discussion and further details
pertaining to the extrapolation procedure can be found in [32].

2.2.2. Analysis of charge transfer and transition barriers. In
order to analyze the charge redistribution and localization upon
defect formation, Bader charges were calculated [36]. With
this method a formal oxidation number can be introduced by
evaluating the charge within the Bader volume of the ions for
the ideal cell. For bulk indium oxide 7.2 and 11.1 electrons
were obtained for oxygen and indium ions, respectively. This
value can be compared with the number of valence electrons
per atom (6 for O and 13 for In) in the calculation. The
significant amount of charge transfer indicates the ionicity of
the system.

As will be shown below, there are various oxygen
interstitial configurations with very similar formation energies.
In order to calculate the transition barriers between these
structures, we used the climbing image nudge elastic band
method (CI-NEB) with up to five images [37–39].

2.3. Formation energies

The Gibbs free energy for the creation of a point defect
with charge q in the two component system In2O3 is given
by [40, 41]

�GD = Gdef − Ghost

− �nInμIn − �nOμO + q(EVBM + EF), (1)

where Ghost and Gdef are the total free energies of the ideal
and the defective supercells, respectively, μi are the chemical
potentials, and �ni denotes the change of the number of

atoms of type i from the ideal to the defective system. It is
convenient to express the chemical potentials with respect to
the ground states of the components, i.e. μi = μ0

i + �μi ,
where μ0

O is given by the energy per atom of the oxygen dimer
molecule, and μ0

In is determined by the cohesive energy of
metallic indium (see table 1). For charged defects (q �= 0), the
formation energies depend linearly on the chemical potential of
the electrons EF, which is measured with respect to the valence
band maximum EVBM.

The chemical potentials are subject to the thermodynamic
boundary condition that the chemical potential of the
compound μ0

In2O3
equals the chemical potentials of the

constituents, i.e. μ0
In2O3

= 2μIn + 3μO. Using the definition
of the formation energy of the compound, �Gf = μ0

In2O3
−

2μ0
In − 3μ0

O, this yields

�Gf = 2�μIn + 3�μO. (2)

The chemical potentials of In and O are therefore dependent
on each other. Two limiting cases can be considered: in the
oxygen rich limit μO = μ0

O and it follows that �μO = 0 and
�μIn = �Gf/2, whereas in the indium rich limit the opposite
holds, �μO = �Gf/3 and �μIn = 0.

The free energy of formation comprises the formation
energy �ED, the formation entropy �SD, and the formation
volume �VD according to

�GD = �ED − T �SD + p�VD, (3)

where T and p denote temperature and pressure, respectively.
Since the formation energy �ED is by the far the most
important term, in the following we focus on this part only,
that is we approximate �GD ≈ �ED(T = 0 K).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Thermodynamic stability

The Fermi level dependence of the formation energies
calculated using equation (1) is shown in figure 2 for both
oxygen and indium rich conditions. The data includes the
monopole–monopole correction term and was subjected to a
band-alignment procedure and finite-size scaling as described
in section 2.2 (also compare table 2). For comparison, also
GGA results are shown in the top part of the figure. In the
indium rich regime (reducing conditions) oxygen vacancies
display the lowest formation energy. Their formation energy
is negative throughout the calculated band gap using GGA,
and negative in major parts using GGA + U , pinning the
Fermi level above the gap center. Competing donor defects
like indium interstitials and indium antisites do always have
higher formation energies than the oxygen vacancy. High
formation energies are found for acceptor defects. Among
them the oxygen interstitial on c-sites (figure 1) displays
the lowest formation energy. Both, the indium vacancy and
the oxygen interstitial acceptor defects cross the zero-energy
line for Fermi levels located within the conduction band
denoting the natural n-type doping limit. Under oxygen rich
conditions (oxidizing conditions), neutral oxygen interstitials

3
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Figure 1. Arrangement of atoms surrounding the 〈111〉 threefold
axis. Black spheres denote interstitial sites enclosed by two regular
indium b-sites in the order b–c–a–c–b. Indium atoms are also
located on d-sites which have a two-fold point symmetry. Oxygen
atoms reside on the low-symmetry e-site.

in a dumbbell conformation are the dominant defect. Further,
the maximum Fermi level position is calculated at ∼2.2 eV,
which is good agreement with the lowest values observed by
photoemission [42].

Qualitatively, GGA + U does not change the overall
picture. Especially acceptor defects retain mainly the same
formation energies, whereas donor defects show higher
formation energies for lower charge states, if calculations are
performed using GGA + U .

The Fermi level position is determined by the overall
charge neutrality condition, and therefore by the charged
defects with the lowest formation energies. The electronic
properties of the major defects can be seen in figure 3, where
the Fermi level positions are shown at which charging or
decharging of the defects occurs. Furthermore, circles indicate
the occupancy of the corresponding defect levels for Fermi
levels below and above the transition state respectively. All
donor defects are shallow in the sense that they are positively
charged for Fermi levels within the band gap and can therefore
inject electrons into the conduction band. Comparing the
results of GGA with GGA + U calculations, it can be seen
that all donor levels undergo upward shifts which conserve
their electronic properties. It is especially noteworthy, that the
stability region of the q = +1 charge state for the oxygen
vacancy is strongly reduced using GGA + U . Finally, the
oxygen dumbbells form a special class of defects, since they
are not charged and do not contribute to the charge neutrality
condition. Their equilibrium concentration is independent of
Fermi level position for a given oxygen chemical potential.

Figure 2. Fermi level dependence of formation energies under
indium and oxygen rich conditions calculated with GGA + U and
GGA only. The data shown include monopole–monopole and
finite-size scaling corrections. The most predominant defects are
marked within the diagram, which is the oxygen vacancy in the
indium rich limit and the oxygen dumbbell interstitial in the oxygen
rich limit. The white strip indicates the calculated band gaps, which
is 0.93 eV (GGA) and 1.81 eV (GGA + U ). The difference to the
experimental band gap is indicated by light gray shading. Dark areas
represent the valence and conduction bands. The VBM is located at
EF = 0.

Figure 3. Transition energies for the major defects and their shifts
upon application of the GGA + U on-site correction. The circles
below and above the transition levels denote the occupancy of the
corresponding defect level for Fermi energies below and above,
respectively. On the donor side, electrons occupy the defect state,
whereas holes are depicted on the acceptor side. Transition energies
for donors consistently shift upwards tracking the conduction band,
where acceptor states shift downwards. The shifts of acceptor levels
are generally smaller compared with donor levels.

3.2. Geometry and electronic structure

3.2.1. Donor defects. Indium oxide is a very good n-type
conductor even in the absence of extrinsic dopants. Intrinsic

4
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Table 2. Cell size corrected and uncorrected formation energies calculated with GGA + U . Values in parentheses give the corresponding
GGA values. The uncorrected values were obtained using the 40 atom primitive unit cell. All values are given in eV for the indium rich (H In

f )
and oxygen rich (H O

f ) limiting cases.

Corrected Uncorrected

Defect Charge H In
f (eV) H O

f (eV) H In
f (eV) H O

f (eV)

VO 0 1.34 (0.58) 4.81 (3.72) 1.44 (0.92) 4.91 (4.05)
+1 −0.66 (−1.35) 2.80 (1.77) −0.45 (−1.08) 3.01 (2.04)
+2 −2.32 (−2.30) 1.14 (0.82) −1.76 (−2.14) 1.71 (0.99)

Oi,db 0 4.76 (4.36) 1.28 (1.23) 4.80 (4.49) 1.33 (1.35)
+1 4.70 (4.13) 1.23 (1.01) 4.69 (4.36) 1.21 (1.23)

Oi−c −2 8.12 (7.54) 4.64 (4.41) 8.82 (8.13) 5.34 (4.99)
−1 6.87 (6.33) 3.40 (3.20) 7.07 (6.39) 3.60 (3.26)

0 6.35 2.88 6.21 2.74
+1 6.26 2.79 6.19 2.72
+2 6.75 3.27 6.96 3.49

Oi−a −2 8.92 5.44 10.04 6.56
−1 7.67 4.20 8.11 4.64

0 6.81 3.34 7.08 3.61

InO 0 6.14 (3.94) 14.82 (11.77) 6.96 (5.07) 15.65 (12.91)
+1 3.35 (1.34) 12.03 (9.17) 3.70 (2.35) 12.38 (10.18)
+2 1.13 (−0.42) 9.81 (7.40) 0.90 (0.25) 9.58 (8.09)
+3 −0.85 (−1.27) 7.82 (6.55) −1.02 (−0.94) 7.65 (6.88)
+4 0.45 9.13 −0.35 8.33
+5 0.34 9.02 0.69 9.37

VIn−b −3 11.85 (12.30) 6.64 (7.60) 10.60 (12.04) 5.40 (7.34)
−2 10.67 (10.56) 5.46 (5.87) 9.52 (10.35) 4.31 (5.65)
−1 9.88 (9.54) 4.67 (4.84) 9.15 (9.32) 3.94 (4.62)

0 9.57 (9.03) 4.36 (4.33) 9.48 (8.91) 4.27 (4.21)

VIn d −3 11.92 (11.79) 6.71 (7.09) 10.79 (11.81) 5.58 (7.11)
−2 10.70 (10.20) 5.49 (5.50) 9.53 (10.32) 4.33 (5.62)
−1 9.82 (9.40) 4.61 (4.70) 9.08 (9.28) 3.87 (4.58)

0 9.44 (8.97) 4.23 (4.27) 9.37 (8.87) 4.17 (4.17)

Ini−c 0 4.58 (2.81) 9.79 (7.51) 6.31 (4.60) 11.52 (9.30)
+1 2.13 (0.74) 7.34 (5.44) 2.36 (1.50) 7.57 (6.20)
+2 0.10 (−0.55) 5.31 (4.14) −0.52 (−0.45) 4.68 (4.24)
+3 −1.56 (−1.20) 3.64 (3.49) −2.08 (−1.06) 3.12 (3.63)

Ini−a +2 0.50 5.70 0.16 5.37
+3 −0.92 4.28 −1.45 3.75

OIn−b −2 16.01 7.33 16.01 7.33
−1 14.55 5.86 14.55 5.86

0 13.82 5.14 13.82 5.14

OIn d −2 15.77 7.09 15.77 7.09
−1 14.35 5.86 14.21 7.33

0 13.38 4.70 13.38 4.70

Oi,db1 −1 8.40 4.93
0 5.07 1.60

+1 4.88 1.41

Oi,db2 −1 9.02 5.54
0 5.68 2.21

+1 4.88 1.41

Ini−b,split 0 5.44 10.65
+1 2.26 7.47
+2 −0.05 5.15
+3 −1.43 3.77

Ini−d +2 0.74 5.95
+3 −0.85 4.34

[VO]2 0 2.92 9.86 2.94 9.88
+1 0.28 7.23 0.84 7.78
+2 −1.72 5.22 −0.78 6.16
+3 −1.94 5.00 −0.56 6.38
+4 −2.20 4.74 −0.01 6.92
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Figure 4. Electronic band structures of oxygen interstitials on symmetric site and in dumbbell configuration (left). Both defects produce
valence band related gap states. For the dumbbell interstitial the states are extremely localized and resemble the molecular orbitals of doubly
negative charged peroxo-ions (O2−

2 ). On the right, band structures are shown with oxygen vacancy and indium interstitial including level
relaxation at different charge states. Both defects open a second gap at higher energies and show a similar level relaxation upon occupation
with electrons.

donor defects, therefore, deserve particular attention. The
oxygen vacancy is a shallow donor, since it has a low formation
energy and exhibits transitions to lower charge states directly at
the calculated CBM. Indium interstitials, in comparison, have
significantly higher formation energies.

Within the bixbyite lattice there are four distinct interstitial
sites: the c-position is usually referred to as the structural
vacancy site, which is occupied in the corresponding fluorite
lattice. The a-site denotes the position of an inversion center
as shown in figure 1 and is a potential interstitial site. Finally,
interstitials can be placed on the two-fold axis along 〈100〉 on
the connection line between two d-site indium lattice sites as
well as along 〈111〉 directions as split interstitial on a b-site.
The latter two defects are presented in figure 5.

The c-site position is most favorable for In interstitials
followed by b-site split interstitial (+0.2 eV), a-site
(+0.49 eV) and d-site (+0.75 eV). Generally, indium
interstitials cause a significant lattice strain. In the case of
the neutral c-site interstitial, the first neighbor shell, which
consists of oxygen atoms, relaxes outward by about 10% (of
original bond length). In the second shell the In atoms on d-
sites display a 13% outward relaxation while the In atoms on
b-sites move even 26% outward. Further, ions at yet larger
distances are significantly affected.

For increasing charge states there is significant charge
dependent relaxation which is of opposite sign for oxygen and
indium neighbors. Anions are pulled inward (up to 16%) while
cations are pushed outwards (2.5%).

In contrast, the geometry hardly changes for a neutral
oxygen vacancy (−2.5% and −1.7% of original distance for
cations and anions, respectively). The relaxation is not fully
isotropic and results in a slight displacement of the geometric
center of the vacancy. For higher charge states anions are again
pulled inwards (up to 8%) while cations are pushed outwards
(up to 10%). The relaxation also affects farther neighbor
shells and occurs gradually with changing charge state. There
is no evidence for rebonding in any charge state and charge
dependent relaxation can mainly be seen as the result of ionic

screening. The present calculations do therefore not reproduce
the observations reported by Lany et al [15, 43].

If one compares the electronic structure of oxygen
vacancies and indium interstitials (figure 4) the similarity of
the two donor defects is apparent. Both defects induce a
notable change in the band structure as compared with the
ideal structure. Apart from the fundamental band gap, which
is decreased due to the introduction of the defects, a second
gap emerges inside the conduction band. A similar effect
has been observed for Sn dopants [44]. This additional gap
is produced by the hybridization of In 5s states with defect
states [44]. The gap is larger for the oxygen vacancy (1.47 eV
for the oxygen vacancy compared with 1.03 eV for the indium
interstitial in neutral charge states). Figure 4 also shows the
similar charge dependent level relaxation for the two donors.
It is also instructive to compare the band structures found
from the defect calculations with the band structure of Sn-
doped In2O3 [44] which merely reveals a slight variation of
the width of the secondary gap. Despite of these variations
we do not find any evidence that vacancies have a different
electronic behavior than indium interstitials as proposed by
Lany et al [15]. On the contrary, our findings show that both
donors produce delocalized conduction band related defect
states. This is consistent with the formation energies, as it was
shown (see figure 2) that both defects are more stable if they
are ionized and transition states mainly follow the conduction
band edge upon GGA + U correction. As the band gap is
underestimated by DFT and there is no consensus with regard
to the actual band gap we will not include band gap corrections.
Assuming rigid levels, one would however expect donor and
acceptor levels to track the conduction and valence band edges,
respectively.

3.2.2. Defect associates. Although In2O3 is highly ionic [30],
antisite configurations exhibit remarkably low formation
energies and the indium antisite can act as a donor defect
inducing non-stoichiometry (see figures 2 and 5).
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Figure 5. Dependence of formation energy with Fermi level for defects and defect complexes (left). Here, the formation energy of two
separated oxygen vacancies is compared with the formation energy of a di-vacancy. For Fermi energies higher than 1.5 eV there is a small
negative association energy (Ea), whereas there is increasing repulsion at lower Fermi energy. A similar behavior is found for the antisite
(InO). Indium b-site split interstitials and d-site interstitials have slightly higher formation energies compared with c-site interstitials.
Formation energies of oxygen interstitial defects are shown in the oxygen rich limit (middle). Throughout the whole calculated band gap
oxygen dumbbell defects are the major defect types. Four of these defects (Oi,db, Oi,db1, Oi,db2, Oi,db3) have lower formation energies than
regular oxygen interstitials on c-/ a-sites, and differ mainly by the orientation of the dimer axis.

Stable antisites were also found in SnO2 and can be
explained by the multivalence of tin [45]. Since indium itself
also possesses a lower oxidation number which manifests for
example in the more oxygen deficient compound In2O, a
similar behavior can be expected. Energetically, the indium
antisite (InO) is very close to the interstitial with comparable
transition energies. The relaxation behavior of the defect,
however, is different. In the case of the antisite, the relaxation
process is highly non-symmetric. The energy minimum for
this defect configuration is strongly displaced from the regular
oxygen site resulting in an indium interstitial oxygen vacancy
defect pair. Surprisingly, the minimum energy is not at
a regular interstitial c-position. The surplus indium atom
moves within the {111} plane and aligns with the two-fold
rotation axis along 〈100〉 (a configuration similar to the b-site
interstitial). If one compares the formation energies of indium
interstitials and oxygen vacancies with the oxygen antisites
(figure 2), it is evident that there is no association energy (Ea)
for neutral defect pairs, as the sum of the formation energies
equals that of the antisite (VO–Ini defect complex). At the
conduction band edge, however, there is an association energy
of about 0.3 eV indicating some tendency for association.

The low formation energy of the indium antisite defect
motivated further investigations of other defect associates.
Surprisingly, the combination of an oxygen vacancy with an
indium interstitial on a regular c/a-site does not result in lower
formation energies when compared with the antisite.

Finally, the association of oxygen vacancies to di-
vacancies was studied, since donor concentrations are expected
to be high in In2O3. Several configurations with distinct
nearest neighbor configurations can be constructed, which
practically do not differ in their formation energies. The
Fermi level dependence of the formation energy for one
representative di-vacancy configuration ([VO]2) is included in

figure 5. For comparison the formation energy is also shown
for the infinitely separated oxygen vacancies (sum of two
single defects). For low Fermi energies there is an increasing
repulsion whereas a weak interaction (∼0.3 eV) is observed
for high Fermi energies near the CBM. In real samples, a
high concentration of oxygen vacancies is found together with
a high Fermi energy, so that formation of di-vacancies is
expected under these conditions.

Although indium interstitials and indium antisites have
rather high formation energies, interstitials and antisites could
also contribute to the n-type conductivity of the material, since
the deposition of In2O3 films is a far-from-equilibrium process.
Especially for the antisite a low mobility can be expected.

3.2.3. Acceptor-like defects. Acceptor defects are important,
because their presence affects the dopability of the material by
charge compensation. Furthermore, oxygen interstitials form
the most abundant defect types under oxidizing conditions and
can attain charge states other than q = −2.

For the case of oxygen interstitials on symmetric c/a-sites,
the surplus oxygen encloses a net charge equivalent to the
charge of a reference oxygen in an ideal cell. In other words,
the interstitial has an oxidization state similar to an oxygen on
a regular lattice site for the same total charge state of the cell.
Hence the major part of the surplus electrons is well localized
on the interstitial. For less negative charge states the electron
density is significantly reduced not only at the interstitial but
also at first and second neighbors. On the other hand, for
neutral and positive interstitials, charge is withdrawn from
neighboring atoms resulting in a configuration with delocalized
charge and less ionic relaxation.

Consistently, the introduction of a neutral oxygen leads to
some outward relaxation (8%). The relaxation mainly occurs
within the second neighbor oxygen shell, while displacements
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on nearest neighbor indium atoms are smaller than 1%. This
configuration remains unchanged for more positive charge
states. For negative charge states, due to strong charge
localization, indium atoms move towards the interstitial site
(8%) and oxygen neighbors are pushed farther outwards
by 5%. Additionally, constrained by symmetry, the c-site
interstitial moves along the [111] axis towards the a-site
(figure 1) for increasingly negative charge states whereas it is
located at the geometric center for the charge state q = 2.

There is an alternative way of accommodating electron
deficiency for oxygen interstitial defects. In the oxygen
rich regime oxygen interstitials can be present in dumbbell
configurations [20]. The compensation of deficient charge has
a different nature in this case and it is shown to be energetically
more favorable in In2O3, as it is the predominant defect in the
oxygen rich regime and Fermi energies within the band gap.

The charge deficiency is exclusively distributed over two
atoms giving rise to a rather localized charge distribution by
the formation of a covalent bond, whereas other atoms in the
structure remain largely unaffected. There is a slight imbalance
in the amount of charge which is enclosed within the Bader
volumes of the participating atoms, which can be attributed
to the non-symmetric position of the dumbbell within the
structure. The ‘missing’ deficient charge is located on an
oxygen in the second neighbor shell of the dumbbell. The
excess charge on the dumbbell can be approximated by the
sum of the total charge within the Bader volumes of the dimer
atoms minus the amount of electrons nominally brought in
by an oxygen atom within the calculation. This yields a
net Bader charge of 7.3 electrons for the dimer compared
with 7.2 electrons of a lattice oxygen in the ideal structure,
indicating a doubly negative charged peroxo-ion configuration
(O2−

2 ) similar to the configuration described in [20] for ZnO.
The reaction of the dimer on removal of electrons is a shorter
bond length in order to compensate for the loss of electron
density. The bond length changes from 1.37 Å for the charge
state q = +2 to 1.51 Å for q = −1. Additionally, the
dimer tends to move towards a third oxygen atom showing a
slight lack of charge. Except for the dimer atoms the lattice
relaxations are rather small. Therefore, there are various ways
to accommodate an oxygen dumbbell within the host lattice.

The orientations of dumbbell defects with respect to
the threefold symmetry axis are shown in figure 5 on the
right and corresponding formation energies are shown in
the middle part for the oxygen rich limit. There are
two low energy configurations Oi,db and Oi,db1, and another
three having lower formation energies than regular c-site
interstitials. The orientation of the most stable dumbbell
(Oi,db) lies within a {100} plane and is aligned (as much as
possible) with two neighboring interstitial c-sites along the
〈110〉 directions (figure 6). The high electron concentration
between the participating atoms indicates covalent bonding. In
the electronic band structure two highly localized defect states
for the dumbbell configuration (figure 4) can be identified,
whereas c-site interstitials exhibit three atomic orbital like
oxygen acceptor defect bands with a strong p-character. In the
first case the discrete energy levels of a peroxo molecule can
be identified, whereas in the latter case the states resemble the
three atomic states of an isolated oxygen ion.

Figure 6. Charge density plot showing the arrangement of the
oxygen dumbbell interstitial (Oi,db) within an oxygen (100) plane.
The oxygen atoms have differing densities due to a varying elevation
along [001]. The covalently bonded dumbbell is aligned between two
symmetric interstitial c-sites denoted by vacant areas.

Furthermore, due to lack of symmetry, the defect states
are not degenerate. The uppermost occupied defect bands
can be identified as the anti-bonding π∗

p−p molecular orbitals.
The remaining oxygen dimer molecular orbitals are also
highlighted in the figure. For this defect, adding electrons
would result in the occupancy of the conduction band since
the σ ∗

p−p states can be found only 2.2 eV above the CBM.
Therefore no ambipolar behavior can be established for this
defect type. The charge state q = −1 denotes only a very
shallow energy minimum on the total energy surface for the
oxygen dumbbells giving a transition level ε(0/−1) far beyond
the CBM. The remarkable stability of this defect is caused by
the binding σp−p states which are located about one 1 eV below
the valence band minimum.

3.2.4. Stability of oxygen interstitial configurations. We also
investigated the kinetic barriers separating different interstitial
configurations. In order to determine the transition energy,
we used the nudged elastic band-climbing image (NEB-CI)
method [37–39]. Barrier energies were found to be below
0.3 eV for barriers between the different covalent structures.
For neutral charge states the symmetric interstitial defect
configurations have barriers significantly lower than 0.1 eV for
transitions into oxygen dumbbells. Obviously, these positions
will undergo instantaneous transition into dumbbells at finite
temperatures. Surprisingly, the highly symmetric interstitial
a-site is not a stable interstitial configuration for oxygen in
any charge state, whereas it is stable for indium interstitials
(0.9 eV barrier energy). In summary the Oi−c defect is the only
stable interstitial defect configuration at high Fermi energy
(q = −2/−1), whereas the dumbbells are the stable defect
structures at lower Fermi energy, and transformations into
other covalent structures can occur. In particular, the different
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dumbbell geometries denote low energy transition paths for
atomic movement.

3.2.5. Indium vacancies. Compared with oxygen interstitials,
the indium vacancies play a minor role as an acceptor or
electron killer defect. Except for very high Fermi energies, the
formation energies are higher than for oxygen interstitials. For
highly doped In2O3 (ITO) a transition could occur from a donor
compensation by oxygen interstitials to indium vacancies.
This is possible since the favored charge states for indium
vacancies (q = −3) and oxygen interstitials (q = −2) are
different at high Fermi energy. The indium vacancy possesses
transition levels to lower charge states throughout the band
gap, but the formation energies attain high values for these
Fermi levels. Energetically, the difference between vacancies
on the two distinct indium sites (VIn−b and VIn−b) is less than
0.1 eV for all charge states. For both configurations a strong
outward relaxation (13%) of the six neighboring oxygen can
be found with a strong localization of surplus charge on the
neighboring oxygen atoms. The relaxation is independent
of the charge state and only found within the first neighbor
shell. Different compensating defect types have been already
discussed in the literature [7, 46–48], for tin-doped material
but the differences have been attributed to interstitials in
different defect complexes with tin. As the tin concentrations
may become extremely high [7] (1022 cm−3) further defect
interactions have to be accounted for in order to elucidate
the relevance of indium vacancies for charge compensation.
However, as indium defects are likely to have lower mobility
than oxygen atoms, indium vacancies could be a candidate for
non-reducible compensating defects [7, 48].

3.3. Finite-size and band gap corrections

Since the finite-size effects as well as the known band gap
error are of great importance we estimate the different error
contributions in this section. Taking into account numerical
aspects including all parameters the error of the total energies
of the supercells can safely be estimated to be better than
0.01 eV. This accuracy is absolutely sufficient since for defect
formation energies differences of rather different supercells
are used and only a partial error cancelation can be expected.
The introduced error is difficult to estimate but usually in
the range of 0.1 eV [49]. Using only the Makov and Payne
type correction a potentially large error may be introduced.
Especially the static dielectric constant εr can change the
formation energies significantly (∼1–2 eV). In this study the
dielectric constant was taken from experiment. We have tested
several different values for εr and found that the variation
of the extrapolated value is not influenced as strong as the
individual formation energies and the slopes by this choice.
Using a wrong dielectric constant can even change the sign
of the slope but still give a reasonable extrapolation value.
Generally, we obtain better linear fits as a function of inverse
volume if we apply the monopole correction instead of leaving
them out. The typical extrapolation behavior is presented in
figure 7 for the oxygen vacancy in all charge states. The
scatter at higher charge states is probably caused by the

Figure 7. Extrapolation of the formation energies for the oxygen
vacancy in its three different charge states. There is an increasingly
strong cell size dependence for higher charge states. The fitting error
increases for higher charge states. The scatter in the data is likely to
be caused by different cell geometries used for calculations.

different cell geometries which had to be used because of
the large unit cell size (40 atoms). We have noticed that
the potential alignment does never introduce an error larger
than the extrapolation procedure for any charge state. The
transition levels which are found within the conduction band
(indium interstitials) are caused by an artificial band-filling
effect which we have not corrected. This effect however only
indicates the shallowness of the defect and does not change
the results within the band gap region. Finally, and in order
to obtain defect concentrations it is necessary to correct for
the band gap error. Most commonly a rigid shift of defect
levels is assumed. However, in this case one had to increase
the one particle energies of occupied defect levels. Often
the correction is only applied on conduction states and the
formation energy of donors increased by an energy equal of
the difference in one particle energies times the occupation of
the corresponding defect levels. The choice to only correct
the conduction band, however, is usually not justified, and
furthermore the change in energy does not include defect level
relaxation and the double counting correction term using this
scheme. Further, even with the GGA + U the difference
between calculated and experimental band gaps is at least 1 eV.
The potential error which may be introduced by the application
of a band gap correction of this simple kind is up to 3 eV
(in the case of the neutral indium interstitial) and is therefore
omitted in this study. Further, assuming that the GGA + U
indicates approximately the appropriate defect level shifts, one
can observe the typical upward (but not rigid) shift for donors.
On the other hand, acceptor levels shift downwards, which is
not assumed by the simplified approach described earlier.

4. Summary and conclusion

By means of first-principle calculations within the plane wave
pseudopotential formalism of density functional theory we
have conducted an extensive study of various possible intrinsic
point defect configurations in In2O3.
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In case of donor defects the oxygen vacancy as well as the
indium interstitial are in principle both capable of producing
electrons within the conduction band, because positive charge
states are favorable for Fermi energies over the whole band
gap. Our calculations reveal that the oxygen vacancy is more
likely to produce n-type behavior than the indium interstitials,
due to its lower formation energy. Therefore the oxygen
vacancy should be the major donor in In2O3 explaining the n-
type conductivity as well as the non-stoichiometry. Moreover,
we identify the distorted configuration of an indium antisite as
a stable donor defect complex, and the association of donor
defects to be energetically favorable for Fermi energies at the
conduction band minimum.

For oxidizing conditions, there is a wealth of oxygen
dumbbell-like defects which are thermodynamically stable.
At low Fermi energies and oxygen rich conditions oxygen
interstitials in dumbbell-like geometries, equivalent to doubly
negative peroxo-ions, are identified as the dominant defect
type. These oxygen dumbbells can efficiently compensate
deficient charge because of their covalent oxygen bond.
At higher Fermi energies, a transition from dumbbell-like
configurations to doubly negative oxygen interstitials on
symmetric c-sites occurs. Especially, for tin-doped samples,
this symmetric oxygen interstitial is of importance since it
compensates the positively charged donors at high dopant
concentrations. It should be noted, however, that the
indium vacancy occurs with an even higher charge state and
comparable formation energy and therefore could also act as
compensating defect at very high electron concentrations.
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